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The CIG Newsletter is published monthly by the Central Indiana Grotto of the National Speleological Society. Permission is granted
to all internal organizations of the NSS and the Speleo Digest to reprint material in this newsletter with proper credit to the author and
the CIG Newsletter.
Copyright©2014—CENTRAL INDIANA GROTTO, Inc, PO Box 153, Indianapolis, IN 46206-0153.
Annual Dues: Regular and Associate members $15.00, Family members $7.50. Annual Subscriptions: Free to CIG members; otherwise
$10.00 per year, prorated to expire with the December issue. Subscription applications and checks should be sent to the grotto post
office box or pay online at our Web site: http://www.cig.caves.org
Editorial Correspondence: Articles, suggestions, and address changes should be sent to the editor. The editor reserves the right to
choose the order of publication of submitted articles. There is no guarantee that a particular newsletter will not be filled before the
deadline.
Exchanges: Exchange newsletters and all other grotto correspondence should be sent to the grotto post office box listed above. Exchange editors may request digital copies of text and illustrations.
Signed articles do not necessarily express the opinion of the National Speleological Society, the Central
Indiana Grotto, or the editor. Unsigned material may be attributed to the editor.
The deadline for the CIG Newsletter will be Wednesday, 3 weeks before the meeting.
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Caving Calendar
March 5

Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program Ron Adams Proyecto Sierra
Mazateca 2014.

March 8

Grotto trip, Robert’s Cave

March 11

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

March 12

CIG E-Board Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Design-Aire.

April 2

Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program Ron Adams reports on his
Annual Ridgewalk.

April 8

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

April 9

CIG E-Board Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Design-Aire.

May 16–18

Spring MVOR. The Exeter Corn Maze. Exeter, Missouri.
http://www.exetercornmaze.com/

May 24

CIG Garage Sale Fundraiser. Save your valuable items for this.

July 14–18

NSS National Convention, Huntsville, Alabama. Contact Olivia :Liv” McKinsey 678-4921825. http://nss2014.caves.org

August 8–10

Official Date of Cave Capers at Crawford County Fair Grounds.

October 25

NSS Board of Directors Meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana

August, 2015

NSS National Convention, Waynesville, Missouri.

July 17–23, 2016

NSS National Convention, Ely, Nevada.

Speleolog
Date> January 18
Cave> Binkley (Indiana Caverns section)
Location> Corydon
By> many
Comments> Gathered with Tim McLain’s family and fellow
cavers; some of Tim’s ashes were spread as well.
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News and Notes
61st Annual Indiana Cave Capers, August 8-10, 2014! Presented by the Central Indiana Grotto at
the Crawford County Fairgrounds (the site of the 2007 NSS Convention). Featuring a Friday night
open jam and campground party hosted by the Shallow Grotto, great caving and led cave trips, vertical practice, Capers vendor Inner Mountain Outfitters, a Saturday night banquet and speaker, door
prizes, and more!
March Grotto Trip to Robert’s Cave Call 317-518-8114 or email rlunseth@zmarketingpartners.com to let Rich Lunseth
know if you want to join the expedition.
Front Cover: Brian Welp in Devils Graveyard (photo by Chris Bell).
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Jim Richards, Steve Brandlein and Dan Chase at Schoolhouse Cave in West Virginia.

CAVING IN THE 60s
From the Danny Chase Archives

Schoolhouse Cave crew in West Virginia. Dan Chase,
Steve Brandlein and Dale Chase. Photo by Jim Richards.
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Dan Chase carrying a chain of rope into Schoolhouse Cave, 1963.
Photo by Steve Brandlein.
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The Devil made me do it.

A visit to Devil’s Graveyard and Devil’s Drapery Well.
By Chris Bell (Member of: HCG, NSS, ICS, SCCi)
63 foot Devil’s Drapery Well with Brian Welp on rope.
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Todd Webb in Devils Graveyard admiring the Giant Pillar.

n Saturday, January 25, 2014, several Indiana
cavers ventured underground for a nice, easy
day of caving. It was a slightly warmer day than

it had been recently, and we were dodging the ever constant
snow storms that seemed to be hitting the area about once
every 3-4 days. So what better way to spend this warm(ish),
sunny, day then to venture underground?
We gained permission from the landowner to visit the
always beautiful, Devil’s Graveyard Cave. Those attending
were Bob Jackson, Todd Webb, Brian Welp, Mike Woolard
and his two sons, Andrew and Colton and I.
After parking at the owner’s house and signing his
“attendance log”, we made our way down to the old county
road… I mentioned if anyone had a GPS point for this cave
and of course, no one did… So we started looking for the
right spot to turn off, and before long, my memory was
coming back to me. (I had been in this cave before, but it
had been several years since the last trip.) We started making
our way up the valley and within no more than 5 minutes, we
were right at the gated entrance.
I rigged a 100’ rope to use for the in-cave climb down and
I vaguely remembered another steep slope inside the cave…
Andrew and I went in first and when we reached the climb
down; I looked at him and said, “This looks a little more
sporting than I remember!”
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BUT, after throwing the rope down and free climbing
down the short drop, it wasn’t nearly as bad as it looked. We
both took our time climbing down and helped Colton (who
does not have height in his favor) get down the climb as well.
From there, the cave continues on as a huge, gaping chamber,
but the only way on is down a very steep flowstone slope; I
was glad that we had the 100’ rope! I believe everyone ended
up using it as an aid to get up and down the steep (almost
vertical) slope! Soon everyone was down and we all went our
separate ways in the big room to take in all of its beauty. This
cave is defiantly one of Southern Indiana’s “classics” with its
large, impressive chamber and huge pillars, tall totem pole
stalagmites and large stalactites and draperies!
I spent a good amount of time taking some photographs
of the larger formations, while some of the others meandered
around the room. After an hour or so, it was time to go and
everyone started making their way out of the cave.
Andrew and I stayed behind while the others took
some time climbing up the flowstone slope. We had some
flashes and we were firing them off next to white stalagmites,
watching them glow, or phosphoresce, briefly. It was pretty
neat, and after spending a good 10-15 minutes playing, we
decided it was time to catch up with the rest of the group, as
they were making their way up the last climb up. A few of us
took a little more time with photos near the entrance, but we
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eventually all made it out.
But we were soon wishing we were back in the cave!
The weather had changed pretty drastically while we were in
there! By the time we got out, the temperature had dropped
from the upper 40’s to the upper 20’s with a wind that
was howling out of the North! We packed up our gear and
bushwhacked up the hill to the pit we were going to visit
next; Devils Drapery Well. This pit is a nice 63 foot narrow,
but beautiful shaft.
Once we finally found the cave (which only took a few
minutes), only Mike, Brian, Andrew and I bounced the pit.
The others decided it was too cold to stand around and wait,
so they made their way back to the vehicles.
After Andrew and Mike climbed up, I sent Brian up
with a flash in hopes of getting a decent picture of the pit.
Of course, the flash he had, decided to crap out on me….
After some aggressive beating of the flash, we finally got a
good picture (or good enough) and made our way out of the
pit. I climbed up last, and I climbed as fast as I could because
I knew the others were getting cold up top.
Once I was out, we packed up, and made our way
down through the woods and into a large open field. We
were less than a quarter mile from the trucks, but it seemed
like a lot longer hike… probably due to the brutal winds
hitting us head-on! The wind was blowing so strong that the
snow, already on the ground, was getting blown around and
hitting us in the face like little pieces of glass! It was a little
uncomfortable to say the least!
We set a new record changing clothes as the arctic front
pressed through, and within minutes, we were on our way to
the next stop…Point Blank Brewery in Corydon, IN!
Mike and his two sons had to get back home, so Bob,

Bob Jackson at the Climb-down in Devils Graveyard Cave.

Todd, Brian and I took refuge in the warm brewery and
enjoyed our post cave trip beer… or two… or three… And
while some topics that were discussed at our “post cave trip
meeting” were a little racy and pushed the envelope, a good
time was definitely had by all!
Todd Webb exploring
Devils Graveyard.
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Gear Review:

Fenix HP 15
Headlamp
by Jeff Cody

F

ENIX HAS INTRODUCED MANY NEW
products recently and The HP 15 headlamp is
one of their new offerings. The specs for this light
are a turbo mode of 500 Lumens, high at 275
Lumens, Mid at 125 Lumens, Low at 45 Lumens and Echo
at 4 Lumens. Like many sport lights it also has a strobe at
125 Lumens. Listed run times with 4 NI MH AA batteries
are 2 hours for Turbo, over 4 hours for high, 10 hours for
mid, over 25 hours for low. The spec sheet says it will run
on turbo for 3 minutes then switch down to high as the 2
hour run time is accumulated time. Run times for alkaline
are a bit less. Unlike the HP 25 this light has a single LED.
This light comes with a snap on diffuser if more of a flood
is desired. The battery case appears to be the same one as
The HP 25 that opens with a thumb screw to remove the
inner case from the outer case with the wire attached to the
inner case. Maximum beam distance is listed at 172 meters.
Impact resistance is listed at 1 meter. The water resistant
rating is IPX 6 like many other Fenix headlamps. This rating
is resistant to a certain amount of spray of water at various
angles. I have other Fenix headlamps of the same rating and
have dunked them several times and have had no issues so
far. The light comes with a headband mount, extension cable
that will allow for the light to be used with the battery box on
the head or to have the box in a pack or a pocket if desired.
The cord has a quick release connector to allow the use of
the extension cable. It also comes with a cable clip, diffuser
lens and a set of AA batteries. The light is controlled by a
single switch that allows you to cycle through the five output
settings. To use the SOS you press and hold the switch for
3 seconds then press again to turn SOS off. This light like
other Fenix products have a memory to return the output
setting to the last one used when turned back on. It also has
overheat protection in turbo mode to drop down to the next
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lower setting when it gets too hot.
Fenix was kind enough to send me The HP 15 in
exchange for me comparing this to my other lights and
writing this review and posting it on the various forums I
frequent. In full disclosure I would like to add that I do not
posses any specific educational credentials on electronics or
LEDs. I am just someone who is interested in lights and
likes to compare lights and report what I see and give my
opinion. I received this light about a week after Christmas. I

got a Black Diamond Half Dome helmet and soon attached
it via a hard mount using zip ties and industrial Velcro to
mount both the head and the battery box. I loaded it up
with Duracell (Duraloop) NI MH AA batteries and ran
through the five output settings. The first thing I noticed
was how wide the angle was compared to other spots on my
other multi purpose sport headlamps. I waited until it got
dark outside and took it and other lights I have out in the
back yard to compare beams. The first comparison I wanted
to make was with my Fenix LD 41 520 Lumen hand held
flashlight. This light is the only one I have of similar 500
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Lumen output. The LD 41 had a much tighter narrow spot
and did appear to be brighter than The HP 15. The HP 15
was a much wider angle. When I used the optional diffuser
it did give a nice flood that lit up the entire area around
me including my feet when looking forward. The diffuser
may not last long in a cave environment. I would prefer
a screw on diffuser that is made of aluminum around the
edges, I feel this type would fare better in a cave. I feel hand
held flashlights have an advantage as the reflector design is
different being larger diameter and deeper than commonly
found on headlamps. I also compared it to my Fenix HP
25 and Fenix HP 10 headlamps. These headlamps are rated
at around 200 Lumens. Once again the HP 25 on its spot
mode and The HP 10 appeared to have a brighter white pin
point spot but was a narrow beam compared to The HP 15.
It is easy for me to see how a wide angle spot will swallow up
brightness when doing direct comparisons to lights with a
narrow spot, even lights of lesser Lumen output. The flood
on The HP 15 using the optional diffuser was a much wide
angle flood than the flood on The HP 25. In fact the flood
with the diffuser was a similar angle to the flood on my El
Speleo but of course was not a bright as the flood on The El
Speleo.

My final thoughts on this light is that it can be a lower
cost option for cavers who are looking for a 4 AA headlamp
as the optic seems to be more “cave specific” than other
similar priced sport lights. I was a bit disappointed that the
brightness did not really look like 500 Lumens to me but I
do understand how the angle of the beam can make a light
not look as bright as what you might think it should be. I
notice that with my 1000 Lumen El Speleo spot, my 500
lumen hand held appears to be a brighter white pin point
spot than the wider angle on the more expensive and cave
specific El Speleo. We as cavers do not have many low cost
lights that are specifically designed for caving by cavers so
unless you want to spend several hundred or more on a small
batch high output cave specific lamp you likely will have to
settle for a multi purpose sport light like Fenix or Princeton
Tec.The Fenix headlamps seem to fill that particular “niche”
market especially if someone is not willing to spend 50 bucks
or more to convert to Lith Ion and another 40 or so for a
quality charger for Lith Ion. If the flood optic is important
to you this may be a better option than The HP 25. My
biggest concern is the diffuser. I feel a diffuser that screws on
to the lens is possible for a light in this price range built by a
volume manufacturer like Fenix.

Welcome to Our New Members
Chris Nurnberge is interested in conservation, geology, rock climbing, vertical and organizing.
Elizabeth/Betsy Lungwitz is interested in conservation, rock climbing and vertical.
Demian DeVane is interested in conservation, biology, geology, mapping, electronics, archeology,
photography, rock climbing and vertical. 						
Kelly McNamara (not related to Greg) is interested in mapping, photography and vertical.

If you are interested in continuing your CIG
Membership, Please Make sure you renew
by March 7th to avoid missing the April Edition
of the Central Indiana Grotto Newsletter.
You can mail a check to CENTRAL INDIANA GROTTO, Inc, P.O. Box 153,
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0153 or renew online at cigcaves.com
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Meeting Minutes
February CIG Regular Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, February 8th, 2014
1. Dean Wiseman opened the meeting with introductions, where have
you been caving? Keith Dunlap, speaking of his caving lately, reported that bat counts are way down, 90 to 95% in some caves,
Indiana Bat populations ar more stable, but drops in numbers could
lag behind the other species.
2. Kelly McNamara reported that she had been caving in Hawaii, and
was promptly drafted to give the April program on caving in and
visiting Hawaii.
3. Charlie Vetters announced a Saturday grotto trip to Sullivan Cave.
4. oe Kinder announced the requirements to join the grotto and reminded folks to re-new their dues. Dean mentioned our auto deposit option as well.
5, Ron spoke briefly about his program this evening on TAG ridge
walking and the subsequent 2 trips in 2013.
5. Dean went over the 2 trips offered this month to cavers, The Sullivan trip and Ron’s Ridge walk on Saturday, february 22.
6. Next Wednesday, the e-board will be tasting food for Capers, all are
welcome.
January CIG Board Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, February 15th, 2014
1. Dean Wiseman called the meeting to order, present was also Vice
Chair Joe Kinder, Treasurer Rich Lunseth, Board members Charlie Vetters, and Bart Bridge, secretary Ron Adams, and also Bob
Vandeventer and Frank Lamb.
2. First discussed was Frank Lamb volunteering to be the new safety
coordinator for the grotto, to replace Bill Greenwald who has
stepped down after many years of loyal service at the job.
3. The various duties for the position were discussed, updating the
Deans List and making sure the contacts are current, adding new
folks to the list, and directing the rescue calls in case of an accident.
4. Vertical training sessions came up and the idea was set forth to
pursue use of the fire tower, keeping in mind that we have access
to the NSS liability insurance with no added cost for the grotto.
5. The Speaker for capers will hopefully be Andy Armstrong from
Utah speaking about Lechuguilla Cave. We will try to pay for
most of his flight costs. We are thinking that it will be about a
$400 flight.
6. Volunteers for capers will be needed and we discussed ways to get
more people involved, Charlie will solicit folks at meetings. We
want more caves, trips… and more people involved. Advertising ideas, fliers for college campuses printed with our new to us
printer, and using the Susie Strickland salamander design with
the Capers logo as a permanent Capers logo.
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7. Keith Dunlap announced that an agreement has been signed with
the State of Indiana DNR for access to some select caves at state
parks in Indiana. Some Spring Mill caves and Cave River Valley
caves are included.
8. Dean discussed the local NSS BOG meeting coming up in October
hosted by the CIG. Dean asked for folks to volunteer a space for
guests to stay overnight for 1 or 2 nights, could be a spare room or
camping space.
9. Dean suggested having a theme for Cave Capers, and discussed possibly tying it in with the Capers T-shirt design.
10. CIG Garage Sale May 24th, please bring items to donate to help
raise $$ for the Grotto.
11 Dean announced that the meeting after the meeting will be at the
Slippery Noodle Inn.
12. Ron Adams went over the details for the upcoming ridge walk.
13. The fundraiser was announced. Meeting adjourned to break and
then the show.

7. We will be emphasizing that no bombs are allowed at capers after
the incidence at the TAG Fall Cave In in Oct 2013.
8. Ron volunteered to send a blurb to Dave Bunnell to advertise
capers in the NSS News. This needs to be done immediately.
9. The potential Capers food vendor, Willie Lundsford, a caver,
brought fried chicken to the meeting to sample, we are trying
to insure that there will be good food for Capers. The food was
reported to be excellent, and it was brought from near Batesville.
He will be doing the food for fun, not profit. With his travel time
he will just be covering his costs at $10 per meal. We really appreciate that Willie was willing to travel to bring us samples, and
willing to vend food for us for a good excuse to bring his family
to capers and contribute to the fun.
10. The potential capers menu is: fried chicken baked beans, cole
slaw, potato wedges, soft drinks…
11. We discussed soliciting beer donations at capers registration towards a keg.
12. The BOG meeting will be held in Indy in October, and Dean is
working on a meeting room at U of I for the BOG meeting. The
Nature Conservancy was not amenable to allowing the use of
their facility.
13. We discussed that membership aps will go to Rich to publish new
members names, and a bit of info about them. Then he will give
them back to Joe and they will go to the CIG library.
14. Bart graciously supplied the beer for the e-board meeting.
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THE BACK PAGE

Write a caption for this interesting image and post it on our facebook page.
Author of best caption will win 5 free raffle tickets at the next meeting they attend.

CIG Interactive

Be sure to visit the grotto’s new website
at www.cigcaves.com.
We have created a new, more accessible website for our
members and visitors. Please visit all the pages and if you have
any suggestions, stories or images you want to share, you can do
it there.
Join in on the conversation.
CIG Members may sign up for our grotto Yahoo Group.
This group is members only and pam free. To participate, just
send a message to cig-list-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
If you would like to un-subscribe, just send a message to
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cig-list-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com.
If your e-mail address does not identify you by name,
include a message with your real name in your request to join. If
you change your e-mail address, you will need to sign up again.
To see an archive of past messages and other information
about the list, go to http://groups. yahoo.com/group/cig-list/.
To post a message to the list, send it to
cig-list@yahoogroups.com.
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